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We talked a lot about helping children with joint disorders here at Mom's Speech Therapy. I shared my Articulation Screener to help you identify the sounds kids are saying by mistake, as well as a Articulation Goal Tracker to help select the sounds that need to be targeted and track progress. But what if
your child has so many sound errors that you don't know where to start, or are they so hard to understand that you don't know how to help them? If this is the case, they may have more than one delay in the joint, they may have a phonological disorder characterized by the presence of phonological
processes beyond what would be expected. What are Phonological Processes? Phonological processes are patterns of sound errors that usually developing children use to simplify speech as they learn to speak. They do this because they do not have the ability to coordinate the lips, tongue, teeth, taste
and jaw for a clear speech. As a result, they simplify complex words in predictable ways until they develop the coordination needed to articulate clearly. For example, they can reduce clusters consonants to a single consonant such as airplane panel or exclude weak syllable in a word saying nana to
banana. There are many different patterns of simplifications or phonological processes. Below I include a link to download my Phonological Process Chart that lists common phonological processes and an approximate age at which children should no longer use them. What is a phonological disorder?
These processes are considered normal unless they persist beyond the age at which developing children typically stopped using them. For example, if your 4th year still uses the phonological process of reduplication (saying, wawa for water) this would be considered delayed, since most children stop
using this process when they turn 3. A phonological delay can also be considered if the processes that the child is using are different than expected. For example, if your child leaves the whole beginning out of his words, it would be considered a delay, since initial consonant deletion is not common in
typical development. Excessive use of phonological processes can also indicate a phonological disorder, because when multiple phonological processes are displayed together, it usually increases the child's inintelligence making them really difficult to understand. As a result, if you have a highly
unintelligible child, you are likely to have a phonological delay, and your phonological abilities should be evaluated when considering a treatment plan. If you are not sure how intelligible your child should be based on their age, the standard guideline is that for 2 years of age a child should be 50%
intelligible to a listener At the age of 3 they must be intelligible to an unknown listener and at 4-5 years of age they should be about 100% intelligible to an unknown listener, even if some articulation errors are still present in his speech. Articulation or Phonological Disorder? Since phonological disorders
and joint disorders are both speech sound disorders, it can sometimes be tricky to know which speech sound disorder is present. Here are some tips on how to tell the difference. A speech sound disorder is considered a joint disorder when: Sound speech errors persist beyond what is appropriate for
development. See the Speech Sound Development Chart for details. A child is mild to moderately unintelligible Children with joint disorder typically respond well to a traditional approach to joint therapy where one sound is directed at a time. For a guide to traditional joint therapy, see The Joint Therapy
Process. As described above, a speech sound disorder is considered a phonological disorder when: phonological processes persist beyond the typical age of development. You can refer to the Phonological Process Chart for details. Phonological processes are used that are not seen in typical
development A child is highly unintelligible due to the excessive use of phonological processes Treatment for Phonological Disorders: Remediation for children with phonological disorders usually involves directing phonological processes in error as determined by the speech therapist. Targeting
phonological processes, rather than directing each sound error by sound as you would in a traditional articulation approach, usually improves speech intelligibility at a faster rate for children with phonological disorders. If you suspect that your child may have a phonological disorder or you are concerned
about the intelligibility of your child's speech, you should contact a speech pathologist for an evaluation. As always, I wish your children the best in becoming successful communicators and with your help and support I know they can! Typical patterns of error used by all children when trying to imitate
adults while developing speech. What is a Phonological Disorder? When a child uses incorrect speech patterns, making mistakes in sound patterns or sound mixes. (see typical graph of phon. processes below) What causes this? Correct speech becomes easier as a child's language and motor skills
mature and gain experience. Sometimes a child clings to these baby or immature speech patterns simply because they are not aware that they are saying it goes wrong. If a child continues to use these processes, the result is a of development. One of the most common types is a pattern known as velar
façade or fronting for short. This happens when a child says a sound in front of the mouth that should be made in the back. Back. is replaced by /t//cup/ is pronounced /tup//pack/ is pronounced /pat/e... /g/ is replaced by /d//go/ is pronounced /doh//beg/ is pronounced /bed/... these examples show that
phonological processes can happen at the beginning and end of words, but there are many more variations to this disorder. SEE ALSO: The best books for the practice of speech therapy at home SEE ALSO: 6 Activities of Phonographic Process When our eldest daughter was about 22 months old, she
replaced some frontal sounds with sounds of the back. Sometimes she would say bike when she was actually ordering a bite of food. It's called backup. Luckily for her, her mother and father are speech therapists, so we knew everything was fine at the time... but we monitored until she grew out of it. This
chart can help you keep an eye on your child's speech if you suspect that they are using phonological processes. You can download a free copy of this chart below by simply clicking on the text or image below. If you know someone who can benefit from graphic phonological processes, share it on this
page using the buttons you see on the screen. Thank you. Download your free copy of the phonological process graphics replacement processes - when one sound class is replaced by another sound class. /pat/ for fat/pine/ for vine/tear/for share/dob/ for work /take/ for shake/tope/ for soap/pum/ for
thumb 3 yrs.3 1/2 yrs.4 1/2 yrs.4 1/2 yrs.4 1/2 yrs.3 yrs.5 yrs. /tear/ for chair /sop/ for chop/karm/ for charm/dob/ for job/dim/ for gym/zan/ for Jan 4 yrs. /top/ for cop/reen/ for ring /tup/ for cup /doh/ for go /tum/ for gum 3 1/2 yrs. 3 1/2 years.3 1/2 yrs.3 1/2 yrs.3 1/2 years. /tek/ for verification /matsiz/ for
matchs/dudz/ for judge/dane/ for Jane /kop/ for top /hope/ for soap/gime/ for dime/bike/ for bite *This occurs in children with severe phonological disorders. /wabbit/ for rabbit /wook/ to look /asa/ for ring /yeef/ for foil /bwed/ for bread /gween/ for green /bwack/ for black /gwas/ for glass 5 years.5 years. 5
yrs.5 yrs. /simpo/ for simple /abuh/ for able/tabo/ for table/papo/ for paper Syllable Structure Processes - sound changes that modify the syllablic structure of the words /fear/ for tomato/tefon/ for phone /efant/ for elephant /nana/ for banana /side/ out 4 years.4 years.4 years.4 years. /baba/ for bottle /dada/
for dog/tata/ for television 2 1/2 yrs.2 1/2 yrs.2 1/2 years. /bada/ for bottle/dadi/ for dog/tatu/ for television 2 1/2 yrs.2 1/2 yrs.2 1/2 yrs. /cup-ee/ for cup /book-ee/ for book/doll-ee/ for doll /suh-poon/ for spoon/cup-uh/ for cup/puh-late/ for plate /ma/ for mom/da/ for dog /wag-ih/ for wagon 3 yrs. Three mos.
Three years old. Three mos. /boo/ for books/ha/ for hand 3 yrs. Three mos. Three yrs. Three mos. / own/ for phone /ah-zit/ for closet/oo/ for shoe/indo/ window/op/ to stop /op/ to stop/eight/ for straight/da/ for all dark dark cluster and Replacement must have disappeared for 3 1/2 years. /top/ para stop/tate/
for straight/dak/ for dark All Cluster Reduction and Replacement should be gone by 3 1/2 yrs. /bwed/ for bread /pwace/ for place All Cluster Reduction and Replacement should be gone by 3 1/2 yrs. Assimilation Processes - a sound changes to become more like another sound, usually its neighbor sound.
/wap/ for wax /peb/ for pen/mob/ for moss /kug/ for cup /keek/ for goat /mom/ for mop/nong/ for long/no/ for nose /tot/ for toss/suit/ for soup /dod/ for door /den/ for 10 /zuit/ for bees Adapted from:Pena-Brooks, Adriana, And Hegde, N.M. (2000). Evaluation and treatment of articulation and phonological
disorders in children. Austin, TX, USA: PRO-ED, Inc. The Best Free Speech Therapy App All these patterns must have disappeared by age 5. If your child uses one of these phonological processes and they have no other speech problems, I would wait until they have just passed the age at which the
pattern must have gone away before talking to an SLP. Why do you ask? Because an SLP may not be able to qualify your child for therapy services until he/she is considered late for his/her age. However, if your child has or has had additional speech errors, developmental delays, or a family history of
speech problems...... it may not hurt to talk to an SLP earlier. What does that affect? If your child uses phonological processes, it can affect their phonological communication with others What does an SLP do to help? Speech language pathologists use different techniques while working with children who
use phonological processes. Along with the normal drill during therapy, another technique is called auditory bombardment. This is a technical phrase to have a child hear many words with the sound of the target in the same place. Example: If the child were changing a /k/ sound to a /t/ sound (fronting), the
doctor would speak in a small amplification device while the child was wearing headphones that were attached to the device and said: cat car can cane cow coat capkite cup comb king cave cage kiss castAs to SLP I would read about these words at least 2-3 times at the beginning and end of each
therapy session. At home you can do more than that if you want, but I would not recommend it for more than 5 minutes because...... If it gets too boring your son will never want to do it. I would also suggest having simple photos to go with every word. They can be real photos or cartoons. If your child is in



therapy, ask the SLP for a copy of photos with words your child is working on. If your child is not in therapy, our website offers free word lists that target specific sounds. What can I do about The best thing you can can if you hear your child use phonological processes it is to model the correct speech
sounds for them. Repeat the sounds they said incorrectly and emphasize the correct pronunciation. Example:Child says: Look a doddy (Look at a puppy)The father says: Where is the dog?, It looks like a cool dog, Come here, doggy2-3 repetitions is enough to emphasize the /g/ sound every time the word
dog is said. You can do auditory bombardments even if you don't have an amplification device and if you know what sounds to the target. You can buy an amplification device if you want to use one. Giving your child multiple chances to hear how letters and words mix sound is very important to help them
overcome phonological processes. You may also be interested in our Top 10 Tips to Improve Communication at Home. Back to the top of the phonological process homepage &gt; phonological processes
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